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Does newt die in the maze runner series

Are Thomas and Newt together? What was Newt's real name before the maze? How did Newt get the virus? What is Frypans real name? Does Newt come back to life? Is there gonna be a 4th maze runner? How does Gally come back to life? Do Thomas and Teresa kiss in the book? Why did Teresa betray Thomas in Scorch Trials? Does Thomas ever get memories back? Does Thomas Love Teresa or
Brenda? Do Thomas and Brenda end up together? How did Gally survive the maze? Page 2i.redd.it/qdgmac... The second installment of this rant is going to be about the idea of Newt as a crank- as the idea was brought to life in the second movie in the series entitled ‘scorch trials’. Also, who is Newt anyway? First and foremost- Hello, how is your evening? Hopefully anyone isn’t getting too beaten up by
the news stations blasting about Trump… smh. Anyway, let’s start with the basics: who is Newt, and why is he such a big and important character in this trilogy? As Thomas entered the maze for the first time, this adorable boy came up to him called Newt. Although we don’t know pretty much anything about his past before he came into the maze, we know that his strong ambition and leader qualities can be
more easily noticed by the help of Thomas. They become great friends and help get out of the maze, you know, alive. While we don’t see as much heroic things in the first movie (because Thomas and Albi stole the show, just saying), we do- however see a much different side of Newt when he is forced to save and protect his friends throughout the entire scorch. ☑ Instincts used on Thomas from Newt to
survive Let’s face it, Newt instilled some kind of formed instincts into Newt as their companionship to not get turned into cranks/ and or dead/ and or harvested became more intimate. No one can go blind sighted and survive without the key instincts: ☑ Never. Stop. Running. This idea of running came from the brilliant idea to not turn around while still in The Maze. They learned that basically from not turning
around because- if you turn around, there is 100 percent chance you can shit your pants and definitely get eaten by a griever. ☑ The ‘play dead’ tactic- aka do whatever it takes to be alive. Towards the end of The Scorch Trials, Thomas and others lead themselves to happiness and contentment with others that fled the maze- just to be attacked again by WICKD from a phone call BY THAT DAMN TERESA.
While many of them got injured, they would do whatever it takes to not be killed or taken away like many others. ☑ Never give up. When they get stuck in The Scorch Trials, they find a house (and Brenda)- in which they were hung up in a matter of mere minutes. With not much information about WICKD and trust with the new people they encounter, Newt and Thomas instinctively device plans to break free
of the place. This can also correspond with the other three instincts I had mentioned prior. ☑ Stay together. When Thomas gets cut apart from the rest and brought to a party with suspicious drugs, he starts to hallucinate. These hallucinations are with the only people he has in his life. He also dreams about Teresa in front of him. While, in the book- they could talk telepathically. What is up with that, anyway?
Was this whole scene just a moral and a lesson that they need to stay together to survive? ☑ Cranks:: his friends? Thomas, throughout the movie has some creepy encounters with these cranks. His subconscious is a scary thing to encounter and even think about, due to the shitton of horrible memories stored in there. When it comes to the brain, your bad memories will always override the good ones.
Although there really isn’t a true ‘this is why’ statement to conclude that scene in a nutshell, here are some ideas as to how it might’ve happened. ☑ The theory about the maze is that: they couldn’t figure it out– they would all die due to them trying, because they (WICKD) didn’t want people to find out what they were doing, and what the entire world has become. Was this hallucination just a foreshadowment
that his friends weren’t going to survive this horrid scorch, and they would never get to the other side? ☑ The darkness of Thomas’s subconscious and the actual shit he had to be put through, this hallucination is just a way of telling the viewers that he is tired of seeing these cranks. That everywhere he looked, everyone was one. Maybe the thought of him missing his friends and being forced into an
uncertain place: that need for company he knew was strong- and his mind viewed everyone as a predator: even his friends. ☑ The realization that either of them can become cranks. He might’ve envisioned them as cranks because he thought they were hurt. Remember, this scene happened when Brenda led him to safety. Safety meaning going through a party and ending up stoned af. ☑ Newt-
cute qualities/ wtf qualities (these gifs come from Tumblr. (:(:) ☑ His leader-ness and stick-togetherness. Thank you for not being Teresa, Newt. A+ ☒ Him, never knowing what the fuck is going on. ☑ Unexplainable love for his best friend/ ability to trust Thomas with his life. ☑ His courage and strength. He’s never too scared and always won’t go down without a fight. ☑Newt famous lines to look for and
character purpose: ✔“Thank you for being my friends”- Death Cure ✔ “They called you the Glue” “The Glue?” “Yeah. Probably because you’re kind of the glue that holds us all together:”- Scorch Trials ✔“Great, we’re all bloody inspired.” The Maze Runner ✔”Well, at least you didn’t bloody roll over and die, Tommy,”- Death Cure So, what is Newt’s purpose and- why is he there? Whether Thomas likes being
where he is or not: he formed a friendship with Newt, and Newt serves as someone to help protect Thomas, while Thomas protects Newt as well. Newt is a source of family to Thomas, and without him- I believe there is a part of him missing. We shouldn’t talk about how he died however, because that just makes me bloody sad. I already had to go through Winston’s death. (Who liked him, anyway- Ana?) If
you like this blog post, please like and share your opinion on whether or not Newt was a character worth saving in the trilogy. All of the information used was based off of the book and the gifs belong to their rightful owners on tumblr. So, go you MR fans on tumblr! -Ana Will Newt come back to life? Why does Teresa betray Thomas in the Scorch Trials? What is Frypans real name? What was Newt's real
name before the maze? What is Newt's real name in the maze runner? Is the flare virus possible? How did Newt get his limp? How did Gally survive the maze? How does Gally come back to life? Do Thomas and Brenda end up together? Is there a Scamander in Harry Potter? Why does Newt have to die? Who is immune to the flare? Maze Runner: The Death Cure, out Jan. 26, is based on James
Dashner’s third novel in the Maze Runner trilogy. The novel is a rollercoaster of shocking moments that leave your jaw on the floor and tears in your eyes. But how much does that play out onscreen? A lot, actually. There are some changes, though. Let’s break down some of the major plot points in the movie that you need to know about. *Newt dies. Like in the book, Newt is infected with The Flare. Over
the course of the movie, Newt’s condition worsens. Newt is ready to end his own life, but Thomas tries to stop him. In the midst of a fight, Newt stabs himself in the chest. The movie made a few changes from the book. In the book, Newt begs Thomas to kill him before he becomes a full-on crank. Thomas grants Newt’s wish and shoots him in the head. *Teresa dies. Her death is mostly the same from book
to screen. She dies saving Thomas’s life at the end of the movie. Thomas is shot by Janson and barely holding on. Teresa and Thomas make it to top of WCKD headquarters as the Lost City burns around them. Teresa is able to get Thomas to safety and realizes there’s no way she can be saved as well. The building collapses and Teresa falls to her death. Thomas is forced to watch this gut-wrenching
sacrifice. *Gally is alive. Minho pierces Gally with a spear at the end of The Maze Runner. He was seemingly killed, but he returns in The Death Cure. Thomas comes face-to-face with Gally on his way to find Minho in the Lost City. Gally teams up with Thomas, Newt, and the others to save Minho. *Thomas is the cure. This is a major change. In the book, there is no cure. Ava has  the Immunes taken to a
safe haven. In the movie, Teresa makes a cure using Thomas’s blood. Click to see full answer Consequently, what happens at the end of the maze runner book?About half of the Gladers die in the fight but Thomas, Teresa, and Chuck make their way down the hole and are able to punch in the code and shut down the Maze. A door opens nearby. The remaining Gladers, about twenty in number descend
down a spiraling slide that dumps them out in a massive underground bunker.Likewise, how do they escape the maze in Maze Runner book? Escaping The Maze (Movie Version) was when Thomas and 12 other Gladers went into the Maze to escape the night after the Griever massacre. The 13 Gladers attacked a group of Griever with their spears. A Glader, named Mike, was grabbed by a Griever and
was thrown over the edge of the Maze killing him. People also ask, what is the point of the Maze Runner series? The extreme and carefully monitored stress in the maze is needed to provoke the brain patterns that make the Gladers inmune to the Flare. “These situations inflicted upon you are called the Variables, and each one has been meticulously thought out.” “The Maze was a part of the Trials.Why
Teresa died in the death cure?Explosions rock the Maze and falling debris kills some of the Immunes inside. Triggered by the commotion, the Grievers come out of storage, but Teresa shows Thomas how to shut them down. However, she dies from falling debris in an effort to save Thomas's life.
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